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Superheroes still at work!!!

Points of Interest

 2015 TNGIC Conference in
Greetings! I hope everyone is finding ways to stay cool unPhotos, P. 3-6
der the sweltering heat. As the summer rapidly winds
down, I want to remind you to keep this year’s conference
 New Board Members, p. 9
theme in mind: GIS Superheroes. I believe all the work you
 TNGIC Regional Forums, P. 14
perform in GIS, mapping, surveying and related fields is
vitally important. It is crazy to me that most of you do not
 TNGIC Member Spotlight, P. 17consider yourselves to be Superheroes. Not only are you
19
doing spatial things (I love GIS humor), but each of you has
a remarkable ability to influence others. That is why I am
encouraging everyone to become more involved in TNGIC. It’s so easy. You can spread the
word about our organization, work to get others involved, wear a TNGIC shirt, or mention us
in conversation. One of the most powerful examples is volunteering to talk at a local school.
I’ve done this numerous times and it requires very little of your time. It is amazing how inspiring it can be to open a child’s mind to the world of Arcs and Nodes. Don’t forget that we
also have four amazing opportunities to get involved with our annual Regional Forums.
Please look for more information about these on the TNGIC Website under 2015 Regionals.

Speaking of great events – here is a quick summary of the 2015 annual conference that
took place at Montgomery Bell State Park in Dickson County. We had 227 attendees, including 33 GISPs, from 148 different city/county governments or private companies. TNGIC offered four pre-conference classes that filled up, and we had two awesome keynote speakers:
• Kelly Ratchinsky, Director of Platform Services and the Countywide GIS Coordinator for
Palm Beach County, FL
• David Purkey, Deputy Commissioner of TEMA and Assistant Commissioner for TN Dept. of
Safety and Dept. of Homeland Security
(continued on page 2)
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We attracted 19 conference vendors this year and had 24 presentations by TNGIC members. Overall, we had positive feedback about the conference. We are excited to announce next year’s conference will be in Chattanooga. Stay tuned for more information.
Again, thank you for the awesome responsibility of being this year’s TNGIC President. I will
continue to encourage more involvement in and growth for TNGIC. It is remarkable how
your social, professional and personal networks can grow through an organization like
ours.
Finally, please remember to use your Superhero powers for good and never for evil. GIS is
a powerful tool, and I know that we are saving Tennessee one layer at time!!!!!

Marc Pearson
TNGIC President
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2015 TNGIC Annual Conference in Photos
Photos by Janet and David Light

Another great crowd at Montgomery Bell State Park—over 225 attendees!

When Jason Duke takes the mic you know things are
going to get lively

Incoming TNGIC president Marc Pearson
takes the reigns for 2015/16.

The 2015 TNGIC Board of Directors (from left to right—Kurt Butefish, Dave McMillan,
Jason Duke, Kurt Snider, Marc Pearson, Kim Denney, Bill Avant, Judy Manners and Tim
Prather. missing—Greg Butler)
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Dennis Pedersen updates the group on the State LiDAR project. Dennis also has a firm grasp of the reading level of GIS
folks.

SUMMER 2015

Kelly Ratchinsky, GIS Coordinator from Palm Beach County, FL
delivers his keynote talk entitled “A Cloud Conversation”

Gold sponsor Woolpert, long –time supporters of TNGIC

Kurt Butefish carries the banner for
geographic literacy in Tennessee!

The map gallery always draws a crowd.
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Suzanne White, Genny Carter and Zada Law are all smiles
after delivering a talk on adding African American history sites
to the Tennessee Civil War GIS application.
A great time at the social

No one told me THESE guys were going to be here...

Great food and conversation at the social
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These two shop
at Don Ho’s Hawaiian Emporium

Kurt Snider receives the 2015 GIS Champion award from
Jason Duke

SUMMER 2015

Intense competition at the Cornhole Tournament

Thursday keynote David Purkey from TEMA brings the good
word about homeland security in Tennessee.
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2015 TNGIC Gold Sponsors
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Experience GIS in Tennessee 2
Intermediate Edition





Geodatabase Design and Creation
Spatial Data Processing— The Next Step
Spatial Analysis
ArcGIS Online—The fundamentals

Ready to take your skills to the next level?
Check the TNGIC website for the next class near you!
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Congratulations to our New Board Members

Congratulations to Jason Duke, Dave McMillen, Judy Manners and Bill Avant for
being elected to the TNGIC Board of Directors. This is Judy Manners’ first term
as a board member while Dave and Bill are serving their second terms. Jason
Duke is the Strom Thurmand of the Board, serving his 5th consecutive term
since 2001! Thank you Jason, Dave, Judy and Bill for your willingness to serve.
Use these four as your paradigm of hope! Get involved with TNGIC today!
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2015 TNGIC Conference Map Gallery Recap
We had great participation for our 2015 map gallery with a wide array of maps on display.
Thanks to all who participated. As coordinator and a judge for the map competition, I look
forward to seeing the maps and speaking with the authors. I always walk away with some
new knowledge about cartographic design .
Our map competition has three categories, Best Cartographic Design, Best Analysis, Best
Student Project, and the Viewers Choice award. Here’s a quick review of our first place
winners:
Best Student Project:
Transit Density from Nashville to Settlements in the U.S., Indian and Spanish Territories
Gabriela Ore—Vanderbilt University
What drew the judges in on this project was how Gabriela skillfully mixed the overlay of a
registered scan of an historical map with modern spatial data. It was an innovative approach that yielded interesting results. Also, kudos to Lindsay Fox, who runs the GIS lab at
the Vanderbilt library and provided guidance to Gabriela on this project.
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2015 TNGIC Conference Map Gallery Recap
Best Analysis:
Zombie Buffet—Are you in line?
Eric McMillan
This map was Eric’s third entry using the Zombie theme. He has an excellent eye for design but this was his first win in the analysis category. What impressed the judges was how
he drew in the audience with the zombie theme to raise awareness about obesity in Tennessee and the United States. The cartograms were also an interesting and eye catching
approach.
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2015 TNGIC Conference Map Gallery Recap
Best Cartographic Design:
Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville (UTK), Main Campus
Nathan Rinehart, Ensafe
We had two excellent maps from Ensafe this year and Nathan just edged out his coworker
Mark Senne for the first place honors. Any time you put the UT football field as a background to your map you will get folks in Tennessee to take a look. Way beyond the background was the organization of this map and the clean, simple labeling approach. Our goal
as cartographers is to create a product that ultimately communicates well and Nathan
accomplished that with his design.
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2015 TNGIC Conference Map Gallery Recap
Viewers Choice:
Little River Blueway
Will Fontanez—University of Tennessee
What I have seen over the years with Viewer’s Choice winning maps are either something
really unique or flat out beautiful. Will’s map is the latter. As cartographers we want to
draw the audience in and Will accomplished that with a beautiful base map and excellent
font choices.

Congratulations again to all of our winners, both first and second place. Be sure to visit
www.tngic.org for .pdf versions of these maps that will give you the opportunity to zoom in
on the fine work these folks put together.
-Kurt Snider, Map Gallery Coordinator
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Regional Forums are coming this fall!
Make sure to connect with one of our Regional Forums this fall. Most are
free to attend and are filled will great presentations and time to network
with your fellow GIS professionals. Check the TNGIC website for links to
these events and registration.

East TNGIC GIS Forum
September 22-23, 2015—Eastman Lodge, Kingsport, TN

West TNGIC GIS Forum
October 21, 2015—The STAR Center, Jackson, TN

Mid-South GIS Conference—MAGIC
November 12-13, Memphis Botanic Garden, Memphis, TN

Middle TNGIC GIS Forum
November 18-19, 2015—Rutherford County Agriculture Center, Murfreesboro, TN

We are going back to Chattanooga in 2016!
Information Coming Soon!
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ArcGIS Tip
Change the units on the ArcMap data frame display
Our office works almost exclusively in Tennessee StatePlane, units feet. Sometimes our
users want to see the lat/long coordinates for a certain location. It is handy just to
zoom to the location, hold my cursor over the location and view the coordinates in the
bottom right corner of the screen. The problem is that since I am working in TN
StatePlane, the coordinates display in feet.

To change the display to read in decimal degrees, select ArcMap Options
from the Customize pull down menu in
the toolbar.

In ArcMap Options-Data View tab,
check Use these units instead of
data frame’s Display units and
select Decimal Degrees. Also,
change the number of decimal
places to 5 from the default 3.
Select OK and the display units in
the data frame are now decimal
degrees with numbers 5 deep to
the right of the decimal point.
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Be sure to check out the
Tennessee GIS Clearinghouse!
Now serving LiDAR datasets for select areas!
www.tngis.org
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Lori Pittman
Geographer
NRCS
TNGIC: Tell us something about yourself; any background, education, how you got
here.
I started at MTSU in 1991 as a mathematics major and graduated in 1999 with a
degree in Geography and Emphasis in Natural Resources Management. GIS was
very new and I learned in Atlas GIS. My first job was with NRCS as an intermittent
employee using GRASS (Geographic Resources Analysis Support System). After college I worked for city planning in Murfreesboro and then came back to NRCS in
2001 and have been there ever since.
TNGIC: You actually have 2 GIS jobs – can you explain?
I work for USDA/NRCS as a geographer but I also serve as GIS Specialist on an Interagency Emergency Management Team. It is comprised of federal and local government employees with specific skill sets who are called to an emergency incident
to manage and coordinate resources.
TNGIC: Is your Emergency Management job high pressure? Rewarding?
It is the most intense, high pressure situation I have ever worked in. Multi-tasking is
an understatement as to the amount of constant attention to each detail. A GISS
must produce maps ranging from transportation which might include weight limits
for bridges or road closures to operation specific maps such as fuel maps which
show vegetative layers for fire behavior prediction.
This is how I describe how much I love this work: I am gone for 2-3 weeks at a time
away from my family and home. I get behind at work, home, chores and have to
play catch up for weeks after. I carry 200 lbs. of luggage around on this old back
and sometimes I am camping with mosquitos larger than anyone could believe. I
have been so exhausted that I have been almost delirious. And in all that, I have
never been happier. I love it!
Continued on page 18
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TNGIC: What has been your greatest GIS accomplishment?
The most intense work for me as a GISS has been hurricanes. I have done 2 so far and
received the highest honor from the team on both incidents. In 2008 we were assigned a rapid critical infrastructure assessment for Galveston Island after Hurricane
Ike. I knew immediately it was going to rely heavily on GIS. I created essentially a red,
yellow, green light indicator system in a GDB using the SWEAT_M: Security, Water, Energy, Accessibility, Telecommunications model. The Operations section took the maps,
assigned divisions and then field observed the infrastructure. They drew in their map
books what they found and returned the data back to me each day. That is a simplification of the process but most importantly, the system worked. We arrived on Galveston Island with no power and in 3 days we did a full critical infrastructure assessment
of the entire island using GIS! It was amazing.
After hurricane Sandy, we arrived in Brooklyn not knowing what assignment we would
have (as usual) and were tasked with a seemingly herculean feat. We had 2000+ FEMA corps employees on the ground doing door to door assessment of critical needs for
all 5 boroughs. They were working on foot and could not get to a central location due
to gas shortages. To avoid overlap in their assessments, we had to develop a protocol
to disseminate 2000 maps daily with up to date information so they didn’t walk over
each other! And, they had to get their information back to us. So we decided to use
QR codes. Each day we would create the updated maps with QR codes and send them
electronically to field centers across the NY area. The field observers would upload the
map and then heads up digitize on their phone or tablet or even on the physical map.
They would then send the maps back to me in either jpg from a picture or a screenshot. And some even in KMZ format depending on the skill of the individual. We then
used the ArcGIS Online Portal to keep everyone in the know. All interested parties from
anywhere in the world could see the progress at any point in time. It amazed even me
of how well it worked.
TNGIC: Out of the 4 components of GIS (hardware, software, data and people) which
proposes the biggest challenge? Do you see it changing?
People! Customer Service is the name of the game and most of the time the customer
thinks they know what they want or, they ask for the moon on a bologna sandwich
budget or time allotment. I do not see it changing. Folks that do not work in GIS technology do not know what it takes to get it all together or maintain the data. They think
that because they see something on their phone or a website then everything else in
their world should be able to be done like that instantly as well.

Continued on page 19
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TNGIC: If you could have lunch with anyone past or present, who would that be?
I have always loved Peter Gabriel’s music. He is an activist and a member of the Elders, self-described as independent global leaders working together for peace and human rights. In 1992 he helped create an international organization called WITNESS.
It trains folks as human rights defenders. It also helps by providing resources including
cameras, etc. in some instances to third world countries and educates them on the
safe, effective, and ethical use of video. Also they provide technological solutions that
allow citizen media to play a stronger role within justice and accountability mechanisms. WITNESS has works globally and has created customized resources, so that
anyone, anywhere can harness the power of video for human rights.

Calendar of GIS Events
East TNGIC GIS Forum
September 22-23, 2015—Eastman Lodge, Kingsport, TN
NSGIC—National States Geographic Information Council
October 5-9, Kansas City, MO
URISA GIS-Pro 2015
October 18-22, Spokane, Washington
West TNGIC GIS Forum
October 21, 2015—The STAR Center, Jackson, TN
Mid-South GIS Conference—MAGIC
November 12-13, Memphis Botanic Garden, Memphis, TN
Middle TNGIC GIS Forum
November 18-19, 2015—Rutherford County Agriculture Center,
Murfreesboro, TN
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Support Geography and GIS in K-12 Education:
Volunteer as a GeoMentor!
The AAG and Esri are working together to develop a nationwide network of GeoMentors
to support the U.S. Department of Education's ConnectED Program, for which Esri has
agreed to donate free GIS software to all K-12 schools in the U.S. GeoMentors will play a
pivotal role in improving GIS and geography education by helping schools and teachers
introduce GIS and geographic concepts into classrooms across the country!
Who can be a GeoMentor?
From undergraduate and graduate students to professors and geographic information
scientists, we welcome the entire GIS and geography community to volunteer their skills
and experience as GeoMentors. Advanced GIS skills are not required for you to be a
great asset to K-12 classrooms and we provide numerous training materials through our
program website.
What do GeoMentors do?
As a GeoMentor you can engage in a range of roles depending on your expertise, interests, and the needs of schools and teachers. Opportunities include: advocating GIS
adoption and helping schools get their free software; demonstrating available geography
and GIS classroom exercises to teachers; sharing information about careers in geography and GIS; or assisting teachers with tailoring geography and GIS activities for their
specific subject, grade, and/or project. You can work with your local community schools
or with schools and educators across the US. The variety of outreach opportunities is as
diverse as the field of geography and the application potential of GIS!
How do I get started as a GeoMentor?

Register. Sign up online to be a GeoMentor!
Visit our website. Learn more about the program and review available training materials.
Get involved. Find a school or teacher who is ready to collaborate! Another great starting
point is to help build the GeoMentor community by recruiting your peers as fellow
GeoMentors and by recruiting new schools to sign up for free GIS software.
Join the GeoMentor community. Learn about program news, participate in discussions,
and meet fellow participants by joining the GeoMentors GeoNet Group or the GeoMentors AAG Knowledge Community. You can also follow @AAGGeoMentors on Twitter!
Continued on Page 21
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Be sure to share your GeoMentor experiences with us so we can track
and improve program efforts. We'll provide you a program certificate
for your service records and may create a case study from your experience to help encourage others to get involved in the GeoMentors program. This is a great service opportunity and experience for undergraduate and graduate students and a great activity for student geography
groups as well!
If you have any questions, please contact program staff at
geomentors@aag.org.
Association of American Geographers
1710 Sixteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20009-3198
www.geomentors.net
geomentors@aag.org
Twitter: @AAGGeoMentors
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When was the last time you were on TNGIC.org?
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GIS User Groups in Tennessee
West Tennessee GIS User Group
Contact Shawn Anderson at 901-476-0234 or at
sanderson@tiptonco.com. The group meets annually
usually in Jackson to discuss GIS events and activities
in West TN.
Middle Tennessee GIS Users Group
Contact Suzanne White, email Suzanne.white@tn.gov
or telephone 615-253-4799 for meeting dates. The
group has been meeting annually in the fall for many
years to discuss GIS events and activities in Middle
TN
North East Tennessee GIS Users Group
(NETGIS)
Regional GIS users group with membership open to
any person having interest in North East Tennessee
and surrounding areas. Contact David Light at
dlight@eastman.com or call him at 423-229-2189.
Clarksville—Montgomery County (CMC) GIS Users
Group
Contact Mike Wilson, GIS Manager at 931-221-7500
or wilsonm@apsu.edu for information.
Website: gisweb.apsu.edu
Memphis Area Geographic Information Council
(MAGIC)
MAGIC was established in 2003 with the purpose to
stimulate and encourage the advancement of GIS in
the Mid-South Region. Contact Justin Abart at
magicmemphis@gmail.com for more information.
Crossville GIS Users Group
Regional GIS Users group located in Crossville, TN.
Contact Rob Harrison at (931) 484-5535 or at
reharrison@charter.net for more information.

ET Map Info Users Group
Contact Reid Gryder at 865-482-7919 for
quarterly meetings in the Knoxville/Oak Ridge
area. Also at GryderRk@aol.com
Geo-spatial Information Network of East
Tennessee (geoNET)
Regional GIS users group serving the 16-county
region of the East Tennessee Development
District (ETDD) centered around Knoxville.
Non-software specific group that meets
bi-monthly. Contact Blake Sartin at
blake.sartin@tys.org or contact him at
865-342-3027.
Intergraph Users Groups
There are several in the Huntsville, AL, area covering FRAMME, Geomedia, and MGE. For additional
information contact Ron McLeroy,
at 256-882-8112.
OpenStreetMap Chattanooga Group
A group that is improving the OSM Map in Chattanooga. Learn about GIS, Open Source GIS,
GPS, and maps....and OpenStreetMap.
Contact Randal Hale at
rjhale@northrivergeographic.com
TN State & Federal GIS Users Group
The group meets twice each year with one
meeting in Cookeville and the other in the
Nashville area. The focus is on statewide GIS
issues requiring multiple partners at a State
and Federal level. Contact Jason Duke at 931525-4986 or at jason_duke@fws.gov for more
information.

Send a picture or news about your local user group to the
TNGIC Today Editor for future
TNGIC Today issues!
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TNGIC Committees

Sign Up Today!!

YOU can provide leadership and participation by helping with one of TNGIC’s committees. Four of the five committees do not require travel. Please contact the committee chair if you are interesting in joining.

Communication Committee
Our purpose is to sustain effective communication between the TNGIC membership,
the Board of Directors and the geospatial community. We produce “TNGIC Today” , the
quarterly newsletter and strive to improve the communication throughout TNGIC through:

• Newsletter • Email New Members
• Membership Outreach • Membership Brochure

Kurt Snider, Chair
Vacant
Board Liaison

Education & Outreach Committee
The goal of the Education & Outreach Committee is to foster educational opportunities and
promote awareness of TNGIC throughout the geospatial community. These
opportunities may include:









•
•
•
•
•




Training
Virtual campus discount link
Metadata training
GISP
Academic contacts lists
Membership map / stats
Promote / support regional meetings
Student / university outreach
Get class curriculums
Continuing education / graduate courses
Invite participation at conference
Post conference scholarship announcements
Get school links / logos for TNGIC.org
Promote GIS day
Local government / planning outreach
Job fair

Tim Prather, Chair
Kurt Butefish
Board Liaison
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TNGIC Committees

Sign Up Today!!

Web & Data Committee
The goal of the Web & Data Committee is to maintain a web presence for TNGIC and
facilitate data sharing and distribution for the geospatial community.










Web master
Website link check
Data sharing TNGIS.org
Metadata server TNmetadata.org
Need data for TNGIS (shape, kml, geodatabase, image)
Check for updates to data served on TNGIS
County GIS contact list
Internet mapping sites
GIS jobs (website)

Bill Avant, Chair
Jason Duke,
Board Liaison

Conference Planning Committee
The purpose of the Conference Planning Committee is to organize, plan and facilitate
the TNGIC Annual GIS Conference. This committee handles all of the details and
decisions that are required to make this a successful event for TNGIC members.
Responsibilities include:










Conference coordination
Agenda/Program creation
Regonline for member registration
Student Volunteers/Student Scholarships
Training Classes
Map Gallery and Poster Contest
TNGIC Sponsorship
Exhibit Hall/Vendors
Food, Socials, Raffles, Hotels, etc…

Marc Pearson, Chair
David McMillin
Board Liaison
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The opportunities listed by no means limit the scope of the committees,
each is as unique as its members. The committees are designed to be
flexible so that what you have to offer will fit in—somewhere.

Contact a Committee Chair Today!!!
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Write for TNGIC Today!!
Email the Editor, kurt.snider@gmail.com
to submit articles or for more information.

TNGIC, Inc.
P.O. Box 330906
Nashville, TN 37203
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The Tennessee Geographic Council was established
in 1994 to improve the links between various groups
working with GIS in Tennessee. At present, there are
over 400 members representing a variety of organizations.
Tennessee Geographic Information Council (TNGIC)
is a non-profit group of Geographic Information
System users, designers and those who influence
the use of GIS in federal state and local governments
as well as private sector representatives within the
State of Tennessee.
TNGIC holds quarterly board meetings and an
annual general membership meeting. The annual
meeting includes panel discussions, work-shops,
vendor displays and poster displays. Another channel for communication among GIS professionals
across the state is the quarterly newsletter.
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